It is known that the Hermite polynomials Erdelyi [l ] states that c = 1.086435 will serve. It has been conjectured that the best value for c is 1, and it is the purpose of this note to prove the conjecture. As a basis for the discussion, we assume as known the following properties :
(3) 77"(x) is a polynomial of degree n, having n distinct real zeros.
The coefficient of x" is 2n.
(4) Hn+iix) = 2xHnix) -Háix), 
The zeros of En are those of H" and are distinct. In view of (3) it is seen that 77" and hence E" is positive for sufficiently large positive x while
is negative for sufficiently large positive x. A consideration of the graph of En then indicates £"' must have w + 1 distinct zeros, all real, with a zero of En between two zeros of Eñ.
In view of (8) and (9), we obtain, for »¿1, value, then (12) implies En'(xo)>0. This means that if yoèO is the point where En achieves its maximum, we must have yo>Xo. We shall show E" has no zero on the interval x0 = x<y0. Indeed, if the contrary were assumed, define 2 (£/)2 I (En'-l)2 hix) = En + ^^-= £n_i + A_^ii_ , x2 < 2n 2n -x2 2m -x2
(the equality is a consequence of (14)), and note
If Zo were the largest zero of Eñ on x0^x<yo, then Eñ is ^0 on Zo = x^yo, while E"'_i is i=0 on this interval, so that A'(x)^0 on Zoúxúyo, or Elizo) = Hzo) ^ hiy0) = E*(y0) Equality occurs for x = 0, » = 0.
